"Love,

"I'm going to obey the dog. This is all too weird for me to understand, but I think he's giving me a shot at fixing what I feel is wrong in this world. I know that... that what I feel is wrong and what you feel is wrong are different. And I know, from our first and final failed attempt at talking politics, that you disagree with me on the count of the Establishment... but... I have to do what I think is right.

"I love you."

"A revolutionary?" asked Jason when Frog had finished reading the message.

"It's hard to tell," responded his mentor. "She seems more delusional than anything—obey the dog? The dog is giving her a shot at fixing something? No, I think we've just homed in on a nut case."

"Who'd she send this message to?"

Frog tapped a few keys and then replied, "The e-mail address she sent it to is 'king_j@hotmail.com'—can't find much else out until Hotmail responds to my request for information."

"You already made the request?" Jason was impressed. "Obtaining a warrant on such short—"

"A warrant, Jason? A <i>warrant</i>?! You think the Celtics got a warrant to kick ass at their last five games?"

"Of course they didn't!" exclaimed Jason. "They kicked ass because they're awesome!"

"Similarly," concluded Frog, "we can access all this information because we're awesome. Don't forget this process, you hear? We locked onto a suspicious-seeming target. We went closer to our cameras for faster data relay. We tapped into the target's communications. These are the procedures to follow in those special cases. Now we wait, and watch, and notify the right people at the right time if need be."

"Roger," answered Jason.

"Alright, here it is." Frog was typing away furiously into his computer. "Coincidentally, our target is also using Hotmail—this makes things convenient. ... aha! We have our recipient. An IP in New York City... wait. That's a government address."

"A government address?"

"Yes, the computer that just two minutes ago accessed the account to which Hotmail sent our target's message belongs to the government. ... Amtrak, to be exact."

"So her boyfriend's boss is our boss," stated Jason.

"That's not important, Jason," said Frog with a grimace as he scanned his monitor. "Alright, focus on all the cameras that cover our target's abode, and let me know the moment anything weird happens."

"Roger!"

"I'll focus on her commu—oh, another e-mail went out. This one was sent to 'soraphilia@dorito.us.' It reads:

"'Dorito,

"'You want a good photo op? Come to the hill overlooking the new library; there'll be something interesting to take a picture of at about 1:30 am.

"'-Rin'

"She's planning something," Frog deduced.

"She just stepped out of her apartment," commented Jason. "She's walking east—toward campus."
